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SECTION A 

S. No. Marks CO
Q1.  Draw .Net Layered Architecture and define it base Layer. 4 CO1
Q2. Write a C# program to define the significance of Inheritance in C#. 4 CO5
Q3. What are the server side objects in ASP.net? 4 CO3

Q4. Describe the Significance of Master Page in ASP.Net with a small example. 4 CO3

Q5. Write a C# program to convert and display a 2D array into 1D array. 4 CO5

SECTION B 

Q6. Explain the significance of web service.
Write ASP and C# code for following ASP.net web application. It will ask for P, R, 
T, Frequency, and output will be the total amount with profit. 

10 CO4

Q7. Explain the complete Framework of .Net Framework 4.0. Explain the different layers
in detail. 

10 CO1

Q8. What is AJAX. What is the significance of using AJAX in web Application. Give a 10 CO4



complete example of using AJAX in ASP.Net Application.
Q9. Write a C# code in console application to get the following I/O. 

Input :  Enter Dimension of square matrix : 4
Output:

1 1 1 1
2 4 8 16
3 9 27 81
4 16 64 256

Or

What is the significance of Exception Handling in C#. Create an exception class, 
which throws an exception if operand is nonnumeric in calculating modules. 

10 CO3

SECTION-C

Q10. What is ADO.Net? Explain any two components of it.

Write the code for the following windows application. The constraints has been 
defined below.

 The application will ask to input a number in upper text box named as 
txt_input.

 On clicking the “Generate” button, it should display the largest and smallest 
number those can be generated from input number by rearranging the digits 
and display them in lower two text boxes named as txt_large, txt_small.

20
CO4,
CO5



Q11. What  is  the  difference  between  ADO  and  ADO.Net.  Write  the  steps  to  design
following ASP page and write  C# code for  the  following Registration  form and
Login Form: 

The Data from the Registration from should store in Access database Table and the 
login from should check the login details from same Access database Table. After 
successfully matching the login details the user should get a message of successful 
login.

Or

Explain the architecture of IIS server in detail. Explain the following components of
IIS with complete description and functions.

 Windows Process Activation Service
 Request Processing in IIS
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SECTION A 

S. No. Marks CO
Q1. Why C# language is most adopted language in .net technology? 4 CO1
Q2. Write a C# program to define the significance of Inheritance in C#. 4 CO5
Q3. Write the HTML, ASP  and C# code for the following two Web Pages:

The HTML page will take name and Basic Salary as input and C# code will calculate
Gross Salary and display on another web page.
The calculation for Gross Salary is as per the following formula.
Gross Salary = Basic + HRA+DA        
Where,    
HRA = 20% of Basic,  
DA = 90% of Basic.

4 CO3

Q4. Describe the Significance of Master Page in ASP.Net with a small example. 4 CO3

Q5. Write an interface called ‘Test’ which has one method that calculates the square of    
 an integer.

4 CO5

                GROSS SAL  SHEET
   Hello Name          
  Your Gross Sal is   Gross Salary

Gross.html

GROSS

BASIC SALARY

basic.html

NAME



SECTION B 

Q 6 Write the code in ASP and C# to develop the following ASP.net web application 
module.

You will enter a decimal number and output will be Binary and hexadecimal. The 
conversion chart is given for your help.

10
CO4
CO5

Q7. Explain the complete Framework of .net Framework 4.0. Explain the different layers 
in detail. 

10 CO1

Q8. (a) Differentiate between Windows/Web/Mobile/ Console applications. 
(b) Write a C# program to enable the user to handle any chance of divide by zero

exception. 
10 CO2

Q9. Define Windows process Activation Service (WAS) and Define a HTTP Request
Processing in IIS.

Or

What is AJAX. What is the significance of using AJAX in web Application. Give a
complete example of using AJAX in ASP.Net Application.

10
CO3
CO4

SECTION-C

Q 10 (a). What are the server side object in ASP.net?
(b). Develop an ASP.Net project that will ask user to enter any 10 numbers using a
console. The 10 numbers will be taken by console separated by comma. The C# code
will get these numbers from console and fill them in an array. After filling the array
the array elements will be checked one by one. If the element is EVEN then it should
be inserted into EVEN table and ODD number should be inserted into ODD table of

20 CO3
CO5



MYSQL Database. EVEN and ODD are two separate tables in MYSQL Database.

Q11 Design  and  code  for  the  following  windows  application  in  C#.net.  The  detailed
instructions for this application are given here:

 On loading the application, it should contain a matrix of 9 textboxes named
from txt11, txt12, txt13, txt21, txt22, tx23, txt31, txt32, txt34.

 Initially the Nine textboxes will contain all even numbers ranging from 1-100
and all numbers should be unique.

 It will contain another textbox named as txt_ans. It will be used to take the
input  (Determinant  value  of  matrix)  from  user.  Formula  for  calculating
determinant is given below.

 On  clicking  the  “Calculate  and  Compare”  button  the  determinant  of  the

20 CO2,
CO4,
CO5



matrix should be calculated using C# code and the same will be compared by
used input value, which is calculated manually by the user. 

 If the user given value is matched with, the calculated value than user should
get congratulation message and a new matrix should be populated with ODD
numbers and all should be unique ranging from 1-100. 

 The game will continue if the user gives the right answer.
 The game will stop on wrong answer or maximum  five(5) attempts which 

occur first. 

Or

What  is  the  difference  between  ADO  and  ADO.Net.  Write  the  steps  to  design
following  ASP page and write C# code for the following Registration form and
Login Form: 

The Data from the Registration from should store in Access database Table and the 
login from should check the login details from same Access database Table. After 
successfully matching the login details the user should get a message of successful 
login.
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